Syracuse University students are eligible to vote in the New York State College for Teachers' election. The election will take place on April 25th and 26th. Students interested in participating should contact the Student Government Association for more information. The election will determine the new officers for the forthcoming year.
LOUIS SEARS TURNS TEXTBOOK INTO DICTIONARY OF FOREIGN RELATIONS

HISTORY OF AMERICAN FOREIGN RELATIONS

By Louis M. Sears, 648 pages, $4.00, Prentice Hall, Inc.

With the encouragement that a textbook should be a guide and not a dictionary, the author of this text has approached his task of writing the history of American foreign relations of the United States from the creation of the country. The first chapter shows how far our foreign policy has come from the days of Jefferson, and the case of Benjamin Franklin at the Court of St. James in London is an excellent example of our dealings with other powers.

While selection in history is the part they play in this text the present reviewer believes that the hook is unusually clear. The thread of American foreign relations, Dr. Sears holds, is "a relatively simple one," but after the revolution was granted largely with existing borders and carried to their conclusion, the expansion, and its resultant bringing the young republic more and more into contact with the world. The text concludes that the foreign relations in the past three years has built up our Mate in the past three years. The men who have been at the helm in this period of progress, wearing the thick coat of doubt and fear, while they had the feeling that the world was finished and that the long-sought dream of world government was within their reach, have the feeling that the world is less certain than it was a little while ago. But the feeling that the world is less certain than it was a little while ago.

When you can choose between that which is merely convenient and that which is best, the latter should be chosen. The student will read it with profit to recall various points recommends that the organization be extended and made the best possible advantage of the new methods developed in the making of the book. W. M. F.

LEARN TO CHOOSE BETWEEN THE NEW AND PROGRESS

There is an old maxim that "learning to choose between the new and the old is the mark of a human being." In teaching in teaching can have most and a beneficial influence in the education of the younger generation.

It is expected that next year a group of American educators will hold a conference to discuss the formation of a common set of American institutions of learning. The resolution of the committee on education in the Germanic peoples is an encouraging note in the progress toward the idea of uniform education in a common set of American institutions of learning. For years, American professors had been struggling to teach the value of the Germanic peoples, and the German degree was considered a mark of the elite.

The Germanic peoples are not necessarily the highest degree of culture, but they are the highest degree of intelligence and the good sense of the reader. All the better educated will agree that it is in the interest of the student to become second to the great educational problems. With the Germanic peoples, the views of the foreign affairs, the Alabama claims case leading the way. By William J. Mills, 1927.

The recent vote of the freshman class on the much discussed proposition was inspired with the Spanish-American war, but the vote is to be looked upon as a matter for the consideration of the new students of the freshman class.

American Statutes. By Edward Howard French, 304 pages, 63 cents. Century

This is an attractive series of six portfolios of six cut, by Edward Howard French, a leading American jurist, forming no part of the modern educational system, covering the most important foreign affairs, the Alabama claims case leading the way. The student will read it with profit to recall various points. The course in the making of the book. W. M. F.
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SORORITY NOTES

The annual spring dance of Gamma Kappa Phi sorority will be Saturday night, April 28, from 8:30 to 11:30 o'clock. The Pied Pipers will furnish the music. The committee in charge of the affair, which has appointed the following committee chairman for the dance: Marion Fox, '29; programs; Edith Falsman, '20; decorations; Joyce House, '30; refreshments; Ruth Main, '30.

Alpha Rho To Have Banquet

Alpha Rho will have its annual banquet on Wednesday, April 26, at 8 o'clock. Well bunsant to seniors next Friday, at the college cafeteria. The committee includes: Vivineyva Cole, '29; Martha Pettit, '30; Marion Heehler, '30; Marion Samuels and Marion Tepper. The decorations will be furnished by Mrs. Samuel, '30; tickets, the entering classes.

Dr. Nelson to Talk to Supervisors in New York Monday

Dr. M. C. Nelson, assistant professor of education, will address a conference of rural school supervisors of the north eastern states at a convention in New York City, Monday and Tuesday. Dr. Nelson will speak on the development of a program consisting of closer cooperation between the school and the community. The subject will be of special interest to the farmers and their wives.

Dr. Nelson has had much experience in the pre-service preparation of teachers and has several years a county superintendent of schools. He is a graduate of State college, and received his degree of master of sciences and doctor of philosophy from Cornell University.

CHORUS WILL SING IN SCHENECTADY TONIGHT

A chorus from State college will sing Saturday night, April 28, in the main change advocated by the constitution revision committee, headed by Alice J. Hills, '29, chairman. The program consists of a concert of music consisting of several songs, two jumbers, and one member from each the sophomore and freshman classes, in addition to the president, the vice president and the secretary of the student association. The class representatives will be selected in general assembly or the election of dean, the arrangement and the appointment of the chorus committee. The press committee, the Post-Examiner, Campus Day, and the faculty reception would also come under its supervision. The reception of organizations or groups which is non-pertinent to Mykania, would also be taken care of by the council under the new rules.

The music of Mykania were listed as follows: the supervision of music, the arrangement of the three college choirs, the supervision of the Art Week parties and other occasions, the arrangement of the chorus committee. The superintendence of college traditions also comes under the council, along with the post of acting as a court. In the coming year the council would be based on the constitution and would be the best interest of State college. Mykania will act as a court only on the occasion of the college college council and for decision.

The constitution revision committee recommended that the traditions of the college be maintained and personal in the Student Handbook each year so that the future classes would be familiar with the traditions of the college.

The committee to the council chair-class council elimination election would be held once a month, to elect five members, one from each class, to serve for membership to Mykania.

DOBELL ADDRESSES CLUB

Dr. Howard A. Dobell, instructor in mathematics, demonstrated the geometry in the defense of the triangle at a meeting of the Mathematical club last night. This was the first public appearance of Dr. Dobell, who came to the faculty at the beginning of the semester, to take the place of Mr. V. B. It is noted that several resistances from the mathematics department have been noted this year.

Dr. NELSON TO TALK TO SUPERVISORS IN NEW YORK MONDAY

Dr. M. C. Nelson, assistant professor of education, will address a conference of rural school supervisors of the north eastern states at a convention in New York City, Monday and Tuesday. Dr. Nelson will speak on the development of a program consisting of closer cooperation between the school and the community. The subject will be of special interest to the farmers and their wives.

Dr. Nelson has had much experience in the pre-service preparation of teachers and has several years a county superintendent of schools. He is a graduate of State college, and received his degree of master of sciences and doctor of philosophy from Cornell University.

TRANSITION" ADDED TO COLLEGE LIBRARY

Seven new books which have been added to the State College library in the past few days, according to a report issued by Miss Elizabeth Cobb, head of the library department, are "The Prophet," by Gibran; "Dybbuks," and "Coal Tar Products" (4th edition), by Hocott; "Growth of the Mind," by kfiffle; "Rest Harbor," by Howlett; "Open Country," by Howlett; "Evans Harrington," by Meredith; "Transition," by Durant. These books belong to the high school library, are: "American Schoolmaster," by Eggertson; "Howl," by Fitch; "Royal Road to Shadrac," by Halliburton; "Tennessee Stitch,, by Johnson. Miss Cobb has selected a few from this list which she especially recommends, worthwhile reading. "The American Schoolmaster" is a somewhat didactic story of the vicissitudes of a young man teaching country school at the end of the eighties. It is written in broad Indiana dialect.

"Tennessee Stitch" relates the humor and unusual adventures of a preparatory school boy. "Prophet" is a curious story, modern in thought and action, as well as moral. "Hooker" is the story of a father, known as the Great 3d, and through whose book he played in the World War. "Howl" is a thinly veiled "mental autobiography" of the author of the "Story of Philosophy.""TRANSITION" ADDED TO COLLEGE LIBRARY
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ASSEMBLY TO MAKE NOMINATIONS TODAY

To Hear Junior Eligible List
To Vote Also For Spanish Queen

"The assembly today is a particular important one. The list of juniors eligible for Mythsia will be read," Ruth L. Lane, '28, president of the student association, announced. "Nominations for all officers of the student association for the coming year will be made and the student body will be asked to see Spanish Queen be cast today."

Ruth Kelley, '28, president of the Interfraternity council; Anne Stafford, '29; Lucie Hager, '28; and Helen H. Kennedy, '31, are the candidates for the Spanish Queen title. The Spanish Queen will make her first appearance at the Spanish carnival on Friday, May 4. Her identity will remain secret until that date. Dorothy Rabe, '28, president of Spanish club, said today.

Sixth Sunday, May 2, will direct a satire on Shakespearean drama. The "Two Gentlemen of Verona" will be given Friday, Miss Shaver has announced. It is a production which includes many students of the faculty. Florence Gormley, '28, as the Duchess of Cambridge; John Wolfe, '29, as Phoebe, Audrey F. Harvey, '29, Laura M. Coburn, Helen K. Haly, '29, and Leila Wright.

MISS GORMLEY EDITS QUARTERLY NEXT YEAR

Florrence Gormley, '29, will be the editor-in-chief of the State College Quarterly for the coming year. Other editorial duties: senior editors—Ruth Flans, Mary C. Hart, Walter Street and Georgina King, all juniors. Junior editors in office: Warren C. Beery and Paul Warrington, sophomores. Helen R. O. Ott, '31, will be the special editor of the publication for the coming year.

ELECTED PRESIDENT

William G. Kennedy, assistant professor of chemistry, was recently elected president of the Men's Club of the West minister Presbyterian church.